CHIPOLA HOME EDUCATORS BYLAWS

Faith
Chipola Home Educators (CHE) is a Christian home school support group. By joining CHE you affirm your
understanding to this fact. Our events may be opened in prayer and carry a general tone of Christian fellowship.

Fee Coverage
Your membership fee covers immediate family membership only. Your immediate family is defined as your
spouse and children living in your home. If your family wants to sponsor another home schooling family by
paying their membership fee, that is fine.
New members, either to the area or to homes schooling, may have your dues prorated if you join CHE in the
second semester.
Do not share your membership log-in information with anyone who is not a member of CHE. If you think your
log-in information has been compromised, please change your password or contact a member of the board. We
want to ensure the privacy and safety of our website to all members.

Field Trips and Events
Events that require advanced sign-ups are limited first to CHE members. If CHE has an event that requires
more attendees we may open it up to other home school groups or extended family members.
Advanced sign-up for certain events is necessary because we need an accurate head count in order to plan
appropriately.
If you try to sign-up before the deadline and find the sign-up is already full, please contact the person in charge
of the event by using the forum to add your name to the waiting list. Families sometimes cancel and a spot may
come open for your family.
If your family will be unable to attend an event, remember to cancel on the website as soon as possible. Another
family may be waiting for a chance to sign-up.
Sign-up after the deadline is not possible due to the logistics of planning activities and field trips accurately.
Please understand that you put the events coordinator in an awkward position by asking her to squeeze you in
anyway.
NO SHOWS can be a problem because some events require a minimum number of people. If something comes
up please cancel or contact the person event coordinator at least 24 hours before schedule time.
Our field trips are limited to immediate family. Please contact field trip coordinator if you need to discuss other
arrangements.
Our goal is for CHE to meet as many needs of our home schooling community as possible. We believe these
simple bylaws will facilitate our goal and ask that you read and follow them. Please don’t hesitate to contact one
of the board members if you have questions.

